We study the Casimir effect in the presence of an extra dimension compactified on a circle of radius R (M 4 × S 1 spacetime). Our starting point is the Kaluza Klein decomposition of the 5D Maxwell action into a massless sector containing the 4D Maxwell action and an extra massless scalar field and a Proca sector containing 4D gauge fields with masses m n = n/R where n is a positive integer. An important point is that, in the presence of perfectly conducting parallel plates, the three degrees of freedom do not yield three discrete (non-penetrating) modes but two discrete modes and one continuum (penetrating) mode. The massless sector reproduces Casimir's original result and the Proca sector yields the corrections. The contribution from the Proca continuum mode is obtained within the framework of Lifshitz theory for plane parallel dielectrics whereas the discrete modes are calculated via 5D formulas for the piston geometry. An interesting manifestation of the extra compact dimension is that the Casimir force between perfectly conducting plates depends on the thicknesses of the slabs. * Email: aedery@ubishops.ca † work partly completed at KITP,
Introduction
In the 1920's, Kaluza [1] and Klein [2] attempted to unify classical gravitation and electromagnetism by extending General Relativity to a five-dimensional (M 4 × S 1 ) spacetime. In modern times, string theory revived the idea of extra dimensions from a more fundamental perspective. In this paper, we are interested in the effect of a compact dimension on Casimir's original parallel plate scenario. Before we discuss this subject, we note that the combined effect of compact dimensions and Casimir energies has recently attracted interest in cosmology [3, 4] . For example, in a brane world scenario with toroidal extra dimensions, it was found that Casimir energies can play a central role in attempting to resolve some long outstanding puzzles. It was shown that under certain conditions, Casimir energies can stabilize the extra dimensions, allow three dimensions to grow large and provide an effective dark energy in the large dimensions [3] . Most recently, there has been some interesting work on Casimir energies in Randall Sundrum models [5, 6] and in one-dimensional piston scenarios with extra compact dimensions for a massless scalar field obeying Dirichlet boundary conditions [7] . The UV cutoff dependence of the Casimir energy for perfect conductors with an extra compact dimension was also studied recently in [8] (the compactification scheme is not explicitly stated). Closer to the spirit of our work, the perfectly conducting parallel plate scenario with an extra dimension compactified to an S 1 /Z 2 orbifold was studied in [9] and explicit analytic expressions for the Casimir force were obtained.
In this paper, we calculate the correction to the Casimir force due to an extra dimension compactified on a circle of radius R for the case of perfectly conducting parallel plates separated by a distance a. Our starting point in Sec. 2 is the Kaluza Klein (KK) decomposition of the 4+1 (5D) Maxwell action into two sectors in 4D: a massless and massive (Proca) sector [10] . The massless sector contains the 4D Maxwell action as well as a 4D massless scalar field. The Proca sector yields an infinite set of 4D massive gauge fields A (n) µ (and A (n) * µ ) with masses m n = n/R where n is a positive integer and R is the radius of the compact dimension. An advantage of the KK decomposition is that the problem can now be analyzed in four spacetime dimensions without reference to the extra fifth compact dimension. In 5D, the photon has three degrees of freedom or polarizations and the KK decomposition must yield the same number of degrees of freedom since it describes the same physical system. In the massless sector, the 4D Maxwell term yields the usual two polarizations and the 4D massless scalar field yields one degree of freedom for a total of three. In the 4D Proca sector, it is well known that the massive photon has three polarizations because of the presence of a longitudinal mode in addition to the usual two transverse modes. Both sectors have three degrees of freedom as in the original 5D case.
In Sec. 3 the mode decomposition is explained in detail. An important point is that in the presence of perfectly conducting plates, not all three modes reflect perfectly at the boundary and one does not obtain three discrete (non-penetrating) modes. The three polarizations yield two discrete and one continuum (penetrating) mode. This point does not seem to have been taken into account in previous work [8, 9] . In 4D Proca theory, unlike the usual Maxwell theory in 4D, there exists a propagating continuum mode inside the perfect conductors [11] . The electric and magnetic fields inside the perfect conductors are zero but the gauge potentials are non-zero contributing a non-zero energy density given by m 2 ((A 0 ) 2 +A 2 ) where m is the mass of the photon. The penetrating continuum mode requires analyzing only the third component A z of the gauge potential [11] . The boundary conditions on A z and its derivative ∂ z A z are that they be continuous at the boundaries and this is equivalent to the boundary conditions on a transverse-electric (TE) mode propagating in plane parallel dielectrics of different permittivities. The Casimir contribution from the continuum mode can therefore be calculated efficiently by making use of Lifshitz theory [12] .
The massless sector reproduces exactly Casimir's original result [13] . The Proca sector is responsible for the corrections due to the extra compact dimension and these are derived in Sec. 4. The corrections from the discrete modes are a function of the radius R of the compact dimension and the correction from the continuum mode is a function of both the radius R and the thicknesses ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 of the two perfectly conducting slabs respectively. In the limit as R → 0 both the Proca discrete and continuum mode corrections vanish and one recovers Casimir's original result.
Casimir force calculations for the Proca discrete and the Proca continuum modes are fundamentally different. As already mentioned, the continuum modes are calculated via Lifshitz theory. For the discrete modes we derive in the appendix Casimir piston formulas for Dirichlet boundary conditions that are a 5D generalization of previously derived 4D expressions [14] . We then make use of the parallel plate limit of these formulas. The advantage of the piston scenario [15] is that it automatically includes the Casimir contribution from the exterior region. The piston separates the volume into an interior and exterior and the main point is that contributions from both chambers must be included in any realistic calculation of the Casimir force. Some of the first exact results in 3+1 dimensions include the 3+1 Dirichlet piston [16] and the 3+1 EM piston [14, 17] (see also refs. [18] - [27] with a review in [18] ).
We plot the contribution from both the Proca discrete and continuum modes as a function of the circumference d = 2 πR. The discrete modes make a 12.1% correction to Casimir's original result when d = 2 (lengths are in units of the plate separation a). The continuum mode yields a correction of 0.6% at d = 2 when the thickness of each slab is ℓ 1 = 10 (this is a maximum at d = 2 since ℓ 1 = 10 yields results that are almost identical to ℓ 1 = ∞). The total correction to Casimir's result at d = 2 and ℓ 1 = 10 is therefore 12.7% (the maximum correction at d = 2). Both corrections decrease exponentially fast as d decreases reaching less than 1% at d = 1.
In Sec. 5 we summarize our results and discuss some relevant high-precision Casimir experiments that may be important in the future to detect the effect of extra dimensions.
We use units with = c = 1 throughout.
Kaluza Klein decomposition of the 5D Maxwell action
This section follows closely the TASI lectures, "To the Fifth dimension and Back" by Raman Sundrum [10] (the signature is (+, −, −, −, −)). We will therefore be brief but explain enough for the work to be self-contained and applicable to our particular case (i.e. abelian gauge fields). The Maxwell action in 5D is given by
where a and b are 5D indices (they run from 0 to 4 inclusively) and µ and ν are 4D indices (they run from 0 to 3 inclusively). If the fourth spatial dimension is compactified to a circle of radius R we can express x 4 as R φ where φ is an angular coordinate −π ≤ φ ≤ π. We then can Fourier expand the (abelian) gauge fields as
An important point is that it is not possible to go to axial gauge A 4 = 0 because it is not possible to remove the "n=0" part A 4 . However, such a Λ is not valid because it is proportional to x 4 and hence is not periodic. As pointed out in [10] , the closest to axial gauge one can reach is "almost axial" gauge where A 4 does not depend on
The action (2.2) then becomes [10] 
The 5D Maxwell action decomposes into a 4D massless sector containing 4D Maxwell plus an extra scalar field A 0 4 and a Proca sector with an infinite set of 4D gauge fields A (n) µ (and A (n) * µ ) of mass m n = n/R where R is the radius of the compact dimension and n is a positive integer.
3 Mode decomposition in the presence of perfectly conducting parallel plates
Massless Sector
We now find the mode decomposition in the presence of perfectly conducting parallel plates separated by a distance a (situated at z = 0 and z = a). We begin with the massless sector and then look at the Proca sector. In the massless sector, we have the usual four gauge components A
0 , A
1 , A
2 and A The field φ is a continuum mode that obeys the wave equation φ = 0 for a free massless scalar field. The perfect conductors do not impose any extra condition on the scalar field. The mode decomposition for the massless sector is then given by
where the momenta p z and k x , k y are continuous. The three modes A
2 and A
3 yield two independent modes because of the gauge condition ∂ i A i = 0. These two modes are discrete containing the quantized momentum k z = n π/a. The third independent mode is the massless scalar field φ and it is a continuum mode. The important point is that there are three independent modes but only two are discrete. The scalar field φ makes no contribution to the Casimir force between the plates because it is a free field throughout the spacetime: it is not influenced by the perfectly conducting boundary conditions imposed on the electromagnetic field in 4D. The two discrete modes and their frequencies ω are identical to what appears in the usual 4D case with perfectly conducting parallel plates. They therefore reproduce exactly Casimir's result and we can simply quote the result. The Casimir force per unit area (the pressure P 0 ) stemming from the massless sector is given by [13] 
3.2 Proca sector: two discrete modes and one continuum mode
The Casimir effect for photons of mass m (Proca theory) in the presence of perfectly conducting plates was analyzed in detail by Barton and Dombey [11] . In the presence of perfectly conducting parallel plates, Barton and Dombey showed that the three polarizations in Proca theory yield two discrete modes and one continuum mode. The important point is that the three polarizations do not yield three but two discrete modes. The discrete modes are perfectly reflected or non-penetrating modes where the gauge fields A µ are zero both inside and on the surface of the conductor [11] . The latter condition (i.e. gauge potentials are zero on the surface) stems from the continuity of the gauge potentials in Proca theory. The contribution of the two discrete modes does not depend on the thickness of the conductors and yields an R-dependent correction to Casimir's original parallel plate result P 0 given by (3.7). The continuum mode penetrates through the conductors and makes a contribution to the Casimir force that depends on the thicknesses ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 of the two conducting slabs and the radius R of the compact dimension. This contribution enters into the Casimir force in a fundamentally different way than the discrete modes. Both the continuum and discrete mode corrections vanish in the limit R → 0.
Discrete modes
With the Lorentz condition ∂ µ A (n) µ = 0, the equations of motion outside the conductor are given by ( + m 2 n ) A (n) µ = 0 where m 2 n = n 2 /R 2 . For the discrete modes, the perfect conductor boundary conditions are that the gauge components A
3 are zero on the surface of the conductor (at z = 0 and z = a). The mode decomposition for the discrete modes is given by [11] 
cannot be a discrete mode (either a cos(k z z) or sin(k z z) term) because A 2 together with the Lorentz condition yield two independent discrete modes for every n. These have frequency ω given by
where ℓ and n are both positive integers that run from 1 to ∞. The same analysis applies to the fields A (n) * µ . The parallel plate geometry can be thought of as a rectangular box with plate separation a and plate area b × c where b and c are taken to be large (infinite limit). The continuous momenta k x and k y can be expressed as n x π/b and n y π/c in the limit b, c → ∞, with n x and n y positive integers. The frequency is then given by
where b and c are assumed large (infinite limit) . (3.9)
Let E D be the 4 + 1 dimensional Dirichlet Casimir energy defined by the sum over the four quantum numbers ℓ, n x , n y and n of ω/2 from 1 to ∞ (i.e. each of the four sums starts at 1). The Casimir energy for the Proca discrete modes E prd is then equal to four times the Dirichlet Casimir energy E D :
The factor of four stems from the Proca sector having two discrete modes for A (n) µ and two discrete modes for A (n) * µ .
Continuum mode and the equivalence with TE mode in dielectric
Besides the two discrete modes, Proca theory in the presence of conducting plates has a continuum (penetrating) mode which also contributes to the Casimir energy. This has been analyzed in [11] . In our case of an extra compact dimension we replace the mass m in Proca theory by the mass m n = n/R (we then sum over all n when calculating the Casimir energy).
The continuum mode requires analyzing only the component A z [11] (in our case we have A 
Corrections to the Casimir force 4.1 Proca discrete modes
The Dirichlet Casimir energy E D in a piston geometry associated with the frequency ω is given by (see appendix)
11) The sum ∞ kmn=1 is short-hand for a triple sum with each sum running from 1 to ∞. The expression (4.11) for the Dirichlet energy in a piston geometry automatically includes the contribution from both the interior and exterior regions of the plates. The Casimir energy due to Proca discrete modes is given by E prd = 4 E D . The Casimir force due to Proca discrete modes is given by the negative derivative with respect to the plate separation a:
The force per unit area is given by F prd /(b c) in the limit b, c → ∞. The sums over k and m in (4.12) are therefore replaced by integrals which can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions:
(4.13)
After substituting the above in (4.12) with λ n = n/R, the force per unit area due to the Proca discrete modes is equal to
(4.14)
The correction coming from the Proca discrete modes in units of Casimir's parallel plate result P 0 is When compact dimensions are not present, the piston geometry does not modify Casimir's parallel plate result in the limit of infinitely sized plates. In this limit the exterior contribution to the Casimir energy is equal to a regularized volume term of an exterior region, which is equal to zero in the zeta function regularization or should be subtracted in other regularizations. However, when compact dimensions are present, the exterior region makes a non-zero contribution even for the case of infinitely sized parallel plates. Therefore, to calculate correctly the effect of a compact dimension on perfectly conducting parallel plates, one must include not only the correction due to the interior but also the correction due to the exterior in all regularizations. The correction (4.14) includes a significant contribution from the exterior. The relevance of the piston geometry is therefore highlighted by the presence of compact dimensions. As an illustration, for the case of a = 1 and R = 1/π (or d = 2), (4.14) yields
To determine the interior and exterior contributions to this result we can use formulas for the Dirichlet Casimir piston force F D derived in [20] and then evaluate F prd = 4 F D . The Dirichlet piston force F D includes a contribution from the interior (F D I ) and exterior (F D II ). The interior and exterior contributions can be obtained from equations (3.15) and (3.18) in [20] respectively. We do not explicitly write them out here but simply evaluate them when R = 1/π:
We therefore obtain which is in agreement with (4.16).
The important point is that the exterior contribution F D II is not negligible and in fact, for the case we considered has a higher magnitude then the interior F D I . Moreover, note that F D I here is positive and it is only the total F D = F D I + F D II which is negative (as it must be since F prd given by (4.12) is manifestly negative). Without the exterior contribution one would erroneously conclude that there is a repulsive force.
Proca continuum mode
As already explained, the Casimir energy due to the continuum mode can be calculated via Lifshitz theory [12, 28, 29, 30] . We assume that the five regions in Fig. 1 are filled with dielectrics of permittivities (starting with region 1) ǫ(ω), ǫ = 1, ǫ(ω), ǫ = 1, ǫ(ω) where ǫ(ω) = 1 − ω 2 p /ω 2 with the plasma frequency given by ω p = m. The Casimir energy of a TE mode propagating in the dielectrics is then equivalent to the Casimir energy of a Proca continuum mode of mass m (we will later replace m by m n = n/R). The Casimir energy E c for the continuum is thus given by (S is the surface of the plates):
where
with definitions:
Here r down (ω, k, l 1 , m) and r up (ω, k, a, l 2 , m) are reflection coefficients of the downward and upward going plane waves reflecting at the lower (z = 0) and upper (z = a) boundaries of the layer 3 respectively (see [31] for a derivation of formulas analogous to (4.20) ). The factor e −2ρ 3 a in (4.23) appears due to a mirror translation of the upper boundary from a position z = 0 to a position z = a or, in other words, after the change of coordinates z = −z ′ + a.
It is convenient to switch to polar coordinates: r 2 = k 2 + ω 2 with k = r cos(θ). Then (4.20) can be expressed as
The ρ's are now given by
and we obtain f (r, l 1 , a, l 2 , m) = 1 − r down (r, l 1 , m) r up (r, a, l 2 , m) (4.27) where
We now replace m by m n = n/R in (4.28) and also make the substitution u = r R:
Note that g is independent of the plate separation a. The contribution to the Casimir energy from Proca continuum modes E prc is given by
where the factor of two includes the contributions of A (n) z and A (n) * z . The Casimir pressure from the Proca continuum modes is then given by
The above formula for the pressure due to the Proca continuum modes converges exponentially fast and is dependent on the thicknesses ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 of the perfect conductors. In Fig. 3 , P prc is plotted as a function of the circumference d = 2 π R and the thickness of the two slabs. In Fig.  3 , lengths are expressed in units of the plate separation a, P prc is in units of Casimir's result −π 2 /(240 a 4 ) and the two slabs are assumed to have equal thickness (ℓ 1 = ℓ 2 ). The pressure P prc increases as the circumference d of the compact dimension increases and as the thickness ℓ 1 of the conductors increases. In the limit d → 0 (R → 0), the pressure P prc tends to zero exponentially fast regardless of the thickness of the slabs. Conversely, in the infinitely thin limit of the conductors where ℓ 1 → 0, P prc tends to zero regardless of the value of R. For d = 2, P prc reaches a maximum of approximately 0.6% of Casimir's result (the maximum value is reached in the ℓ 1 → ∞ limit. This is close to the ℓ 1 = 10 result in Fig. 3 ). For a given d, the maximum value of P prc is significantly less than the contribution P prd from the Proca discrete modes (plotted in Fig. 2 ). For example, at d = 2, P prd makes a 12.1% contribution while P prc makes a maximum contribution of only 0.6%. Hence, the bulk of the correction to Casimir's result due to the presence of the compact dimension stems from the Proca discrete modes.
The total Casimir pressure P on the plates is obtained by summing the contribution P 0 from the massless sector and the contribution P prd + P prc from the Proca sector:
where g is given by (4.30) . Equation (4.34) is our final result. Both P prd and P prc tend to zero as R → 0 and one recovers Casimir's parallel plate result P 0 = − π 2 240 a 4 in this limit. Since P prd and P prc are manifestly negative, the magnitude of the Casimir pressure increases in the presence of the extra compact dimension (it becomes more negative). Our final result (4.34) naturally differs from previous results [8, 9] because the correction to Casimir's result is not derived using three discrete modes but two discrete and one continuum mode. Had we used three instead of two discrete modes the correction from the Proca discrete modes would have been a factor of 3/2 times higher (e.g. 18.2% instead of 12.1% for a circumference d = 2). Instead of a third discrete mode, we obtain a continuum mode which is qualitatively and numerically different.
Conclusions
More than two decades ago, the Casimir effect in the 4D Proca case where the photon has a mass m was studied for perfectly conducting parallel plates [11, 32] . Barton and Dombey [11] showed that in the presence of conductors there are two discrete modes and one continuum mode and not three discrete modes. Both the discrete and continuum modes contributed corrections to Casimir's result. They derived the leading continuum mode contribution for a small mass m and found that it vanishes in the limit m → 0. Casimir's parallel plate result was recovered in the limit m → 0.
The 5D Maxwell problem with one dimension compactified to a circle is closely related to the Proca problem. As in the Proca case, the polarizations in the presence of conducting plates yield discrete and continuum modes. The existence of continuum modes which propagate inside the perfect conductors is a qualitative distinction between the 5D (M 4 × S 1 ) and the 4D Maxwell problem. The Casimir force in the 5D spacetime depends on the thicknesses of the slabs even for perfectly conducting boundary conditions, which is an interesting manifestation of the extra compact dimension. We derive exact results for the contributions of both the discrete and continuum modes and our final result for the Casimir pressure on the plates is given by (4.34) . The corrections to Casimir's result are manifestly negative and increase the magnitude of the Casimir pressure on the plates. We plot the corrections versus the circumference d = 2πR for the discrete and continuum modes. For the case d = 2 (in units of the plate separation) the correction is 12.1% for the discrete modes and a maximum of 0.6% for the continuum modes. Both contributions decrease exponentially fast as d decreases and Casimir's parallel plate result is recovered in the limit as the radius R of the compact dimension tends to zero.
The parallel plate geometry is a natural theoretical bench-mark for calculating new effects such as those originating from extra compact dimensions. Casimir experiments involving parallel plates are notoriously difficult and the most precise experiments to date have reached only 15% precision [33] . Measurements have also been carried out to a precision of 1% for sphere-plate separations in the range 0.1 − 0.9µm in another set of experiments [34] . The experiments involving a micromachined torsional oscillator now lead to a precision better than 1% [35] . In these experiments one measures a gradient of the Casimir force between a sphere and a plate. The gradient of the force between the sphere and the plate can be expressed for a wide range of distances in terms of the force between the two plates F pp : F ′ P S = 2πR S F P P , where R S is the radius of the sphere. Thus the theoretical results for the Casimir force between the two plates can be verified with a remarkable precision.
A Manifestly negative expression for the Dirichlet Casimir pis-
Dirichlet resonator with a boundary ∂M . Eigenfrequencies of the resonator R with Dirichlet boundary conditions are determined by
One can write λ kD explicitly:
here L i are lengths of the sides of the resonator M , k i are positive integers.
We adopt the zeta function regularization [36, 37] . The Casimir energy is defined then as follows:
This sum has to be evaluated for large positive values of s, an analytical continuation to the value s = 0 is being performed at the end of calculations.
Alternatively one can define the Casimir energy via a zero temperature one loop effective action W [38] (T 1 is a time interval here):
After integration over p in (A.8) one can verify that definitions (A.5) and (A.7) coincide.
In every Casimir sum it is convenient to write:
For the first term on the right-hand side of (A.9) we use the property of the theta function θ 3 (0, x): .10) and the value of the integral
expressed in terms of a modified Bessel function K α (x) for nonzero values of n to rewrite the zeta function ζ(s) in the form:
The Casimir energy of a resonator R is given by:
+∞ −∞ dp 2π Here we used the property K −1/2 (x) = π/(2 x) exp(−x).
The term E cylinder = 1 2 λ kD +∞ −∞ dp 2π λ 2 kD + p For the experimental check of the Casimir energy one should measure the force. One can insert two d − 1-dimensional plates M inside an infinite cylinder with the same d − 1-dimensional cross section M and measure the force acting on one of the plates as it is being moved through the cylinder. The distance between the plates is a.
To calculate the force on each of the two plates inside a cylinder with the cross section M one can perform the following gedanken experiment that was frequently used to calculate the Casimir force between two infinite parallel plates. Imagine that 4 parallel plates are inserted inside an infinite cylinder and then 2 exterior plates are moved to spatial infinity. This situation is exactly equivalent to 3 cavities touching each other. From the energy of this system one has to subtract the Casimir energy of an infinite cylinder without plates inside it, only then do we obtain the energy of interaction between the interior parallel plates, the one that can be measured in the experiment. The force on each of the interior parallel plates is the same as the force on the piston when one of the three piston plates (the exterior plate) is moved to infinity. So the attractive force on each of the d − 1-dimensional Dirichlet pistons inside the d-dimensional Dirichlet cylinder is equal to: 
